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drawing tutorialBlack partsMountain and house - Drawing TutorialSketchSunset - drawing
tutorialForest - Drawing TutorialIn the forest - Drawing TutorialBoats on the beach - Drawing
TutorialAuthor Bio:Introduction:Drawing with colored pencil is super easy if you use the right
colors and have drawn a good sketch. Unlike the graphite pencils, colored pencils cannot be
easily erased, so we have to draw carefully, particularly the darker areas. Always draw parts with
colored pencil pressing down lightly and if it looks good, color over the same area pressing
down hard. Buy a good brand of colored pencils and smooth paper. If you don't have a lot of red
pencils, you can get more variations with only one pencil, by controlling how hard you press
when you draw. In the image below I've drawn with one red pencil three nuances. In the first
example I pressed hard, in the second I pressed normally and in the third example I pressed
lightly. Even more variations of color can be created this way: This is just an example of what is
inside the book.

About the AuthorThe Adobe Creative Team of designers, writers, and editors has extensive, real-
world knowledge of Adobe products. They work closely with the Adobe product development
teams and Adobe’s Instructional Communications team to come up with creative, challenging,
and visually appealing projects to help both new and experienced users get up to speed quickly
on Adobe software products. And they teach InDesign and produce flawless documents in the
real world.--This text refers to the paperback edition.
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Tutorial:In the forest - Drawing Tutorial:Boats on the beach - Drawing Tutorial:Author Bio:Learn
How to Draw LandscapesWith Colored Pencils for the BeginnerIntroduction:Drawing with
colored pencil is super easy if you use the right colors and have drawn a good sketch. Unlike the
graphite pencils, colored pencils cannot be easily erased, so we have to draw carefully,
particularly the darker areas. Always draw parts with colored pencil pressing down lightly and if it
looks good, color over the same area pressing down hard. Buy a good brand of colored pencils
and smooth paper. If you don't have a lot of say red pencils, you can get more nuances with only
one pencil, by controlling how hard you press when you draw. In the image below I've drawn with
one red pencil three nuances. In the first example I pressed hard, in the second I pressed
normally and in the third example I pressed lightly. Even more variation can be created this
way:Blending:With colored pencils it is difficult to make a smooth drawing, even when you draw
on the smoothest paper, so you can use a colorless blender or, like me in these tutorials, white
and/or gray colored pencils. Be careful when blending the black areas, don't go over them with
white pencil because it will get some yellow nuance. For blending the parts colored with black
pencil rather use light or dark grey pencils. In the image below I want to show you how it looks
with normal red pencil without blending (left) and after adding a layer over with white pencil
(right). You can see that the right example is smoother than the left example:Mixing the
colors:Some areas in drawing has to be blurry, for example: something that's farther away, in
water or something in motion. These areas cannot have a sharp edges and here we have to
make the things blurry, drawing the colors into each other. In the image below, I've shown you an
example of such a drawing. As I drew with green pencil, I gradually reduced the pressing, and
from other side I drew with blue pencil draw it toward green also reducing the pressing of my
hand. This way I achieved the blurry edge between green and blue. See an image below and try
the same with other colors. Finally blend this all with colorless blender or with white colored
pencil.Drawing the shadows:For making the shadows under anything use the darker nuance of
the shadowed area. In my example below you can see that I used the dark green for shadow on
the light green. Try the same with other colors and use the darker nuance of that or press harder.
Also don't be afraid to use a black colored pencil for shadows on the brown or gray areas. For
getting even better result use the darker nuance than used for shadow, and draw a thin line
directly under the thing:
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mamabear, “Step by step instructions. A lot of information for a short read. The author guides
you on a number of different drawings. It does help you through the featured drawings and then
in order to increase your skill further practice is required. But, this is a good starting point.”

Stevan, “Five Stars. prompt delivery”

Ebook Library Reader, “Good step by step beginner illustrations. For the price there are a good
number of well explained examples with illustrations. Great for a beginner like me.”

Andrew Abell, “Four Stars. Excellent”

Elaine Fox, “Excellent. Great step by step instructions”

The book by John Davidson has a rating of  5 out of 3.7. 19 people have provided feedback.
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